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MEET INTERNATIONAL ORACLE DATABASE SPECIALISTS AND 
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS
Trivadis is very pleased to organize in Zurich another outstanding seminar with top guest 
speakers. This year’s focus will be on Oracle Database performance and query optimization. 
Since performance is not simply a product one can buy but rather the results of an accurate 
planning and a correct implementation, the seminar will present valuable techniques not only 
for troubleshooting performance problems, but also to avoid them in fi rst place.
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EVENT OVERVIEW

Performance Days will provide a lot of valuable and practical information to diagnosing, resolving and avoid performance prob-
lems in applications involving Oracle Database. The speakers will cover topics such as:

TARGET AUDIENCE AND REQUIREMENTS
Target audiences of this event are performance analysts, 
database administrators, application developers, as well 
as consultants who want to improve their skills in mana-
ging performance or developing database-backed applica-
tions involving Oracle Database.

Participants are expected to have a working knowledge of 
Oracle Database.

■ New indexing and partitioning features introduced in 
Oracle Database 18c and 19c

■  Why it is of paramount importance to keep your SQL 
statements simple

■  The role of the infrastructure in Oracle Database 
performance

■  Using resource management to deliver predictable 
performance

■  Leveraging execution plans for problem solving

■  In-depth look at how Oracle Database processes joins 
and star queries

■  Using Oracle's kernel debug, diagnostics and tracing 
infrastructure as well as ASH for troubleshooting

■ Why you probably do not need to read a 10053 trace 
fi le

■  How to gather object statistics

■  Tracing parallel executions to better understand how 
it works

■  What parent and child cursors as well as adaptive 
cursor sharing and statistics feedback are

The working day will be from 9am to 5pm; and on the
evening of the 26th there will be an opportunity to share
your experiences and opinions with the speakers and other
participants in a less formal atmosphere as we meet
over drinks from 5pm to 7pm.

The seminar will be conducted in English.

LIVE OR ONLINE
Join us either live in Zurich or attend the sessions online in 
our virtual classroom. All sessions will be available as live 
streams for you. 
Requirements: access to the internet and a headset. You 
will receive your personal account prior to the event. The 
account is valid for one person. VENUE

The event takes place at the Holiday Inn Hotel 
Zürich-Messe, Switzerland:

www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/zurich/
zrhme/hoteldetail/directions

PRICE
Live in the Holiday Inn Hotel, Zurich, Switzerland: 
CHF 1,950
This price includes lunches and refreshments during
the breaks.

Live Stream: CHF 1,650
The live stream will be recorded. This price includes
access to the recordings exclusively for you.

REGISTER
For your subscription please scan
the QR code or visit
www.trivadis.com/en/tvdpdays 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

www.trivadis.com/en/training  training@trivadis.com



“Latest Oracle Troubleshooting Scripts, Tools and Techniques” Tanel Poder
This session will give you a “quick overview” of the variety of the latest (open source) tools that Tanel regularly 
uses when looking into Oracle performance problems. The presentation will have 3 parts: First, updates to tools 
like Oracle Session Snapper v5 and LatchProfX. Second, SQL Tuning helper scripts like an extended execution 
plan display and visualization tool. The last section will introduce a new Linux tool called Process Snapper that 
can sample any process activity at Linux OS level similarly to Snapper for Oracle.

THE  SESSIONS

“Analyzing Non-Trivial Oracle Performance Bottlenecks with ASH Wait Chains” Tanel Poder
Oracle is a complex coordinated multi-process system with layers of background processes potentially on the 
critical path of your application’s operations. When everything works well, you won’t notice much wasted time or 
surprising wait events. However, when some critical background process starts falling behind enough, all kinds of 
problems will start popping up. Due to impact amplifi cation on many foreground sessions, the top-level symp-
toms showing up in AWR and OEM may mislead you to troubleshoot the wrong thing. When following the links 
of evidence all the way to the deepest process in the (wait) chain, you can construct the topology of a complex 
performance issue and address the root cause. In this session you’ll see multiple troubleshooting case studies 
using ASH wait chain analysis, where the typical tools would have left the customer fi xing the wrong problem.

“Do You Gather the Statistics in the Way the Optimizer Expects Them?” Franck Pachot
You can't blame the optimizer unless you are sure you feed it with relevant statistics. There is the Auto Job which 
suits lots of cases, and there are some exceptions: volatile tables, partitioned tables, bulk load, histograms and 
bind variables, etc. You cannot gather all possible statistics every day, and you cannot rely on stale ones. Let's 
defi ne a few rules, guided by the recent features: 12c Statistics Advisor and 19c real-time statistics.

“SQL Join: methods and optimization” Franck Pachot
An important SQL basics: join methods. The approach is live demo showing Nested Loop, Hash, Sort, Merge, 
with gdb breakpoints on the Oracle executable in order to see how they are processed, in slow motion. When you 
understand how it works, you know exactly which join method is good for your query. We will also show some 
internals of one of the most advanced technique of the optimizer: 12c Adaptive Plans. Additional optimization for 
joins will be covered: table elimination, partition-wise join.

“Deep Dive into the Implementation of Oracle's Join Methods: Past, Present and 
Future” Shasank Chavan
Join processing in relational databases involves combining the output of two row sources (e.g. tables) into one 
result row source.  Most SQL analytic workloads are dominated by time spent in join processing because of 
the nature of the operation being heavily compute and bandwidth intensive.  Oracle has developed numerous 
traditional join methods over the years (e.g. nested loop, sort merge, hash join, etc.).  Some of these methods 
have fallen out of favor over time by the optimizer (i.e. past), others are time-tested and commonly selected by 
the optimizer to this day (present), and then there's a new class of join algorithms which leverage the latest In-
Memory Columnar data formats to deliver the fastest join evaluation known in industry (future).  This talk will dive 
into the technical implementation details of Oracle's plurality of join methods (including specialized ones such as 
vector transformation which optimizes aggregations over joins), give insight into why the optimizer may choose 
one method over the other, and what the SQL and storage engines are actually 
doing under the hood to implement the join.



“Problem Solving with Execution Plans” Jonathan Lewis
This session will examine a couple of execution plans that have appeared on the Oracle Developer Community 
database over the last year, explaining what information can be seen from the initial request for assistance, what 
further information might be needed, and what database considerations might come into play that are outside the 
immediate scope of the information available in a plan. There will be no Powerpoint slides in this presentation as 
the medium is not appropriate for displaying plans of a "real-world" level of complexity.

“You probably don't need ... to read a 10053” Jonathan Lewis
It's almost true to say that the only time you should read a 10053 trace fi le is when you don't need to. It's also 
probably a fairly accurate claim that the only good reason for reading a 10053 trace fi le is to prove that you 
didn't need to read the 10053 trace fi le. In all my years of consulting and trouble-shooting I think I've only used 
the 10053 trace fi le a couple of times to demonstrate the cause of a performance issue and suggest a work-
around - but having spent a silly amount of time generating and reviewing trace fi les for increasingly complicated 
statements I found it easy to pick the bit of the trace fi le I needed to examine to confi rm a hypothesis and explain 
the evidence to management (and Oracle Support). In this session I'll be giving you plenty of reasons why you 
shouldn't be reading a 10053 trace fi le - but we'll probably end up looking at some bits of one anyway.

“Indexing With Partitioning” Richard Foote
As databases get ever larger in size and complexity and with the Oracle Partitioning Option becoming more 
accessible, especially within Oracle Cloud deployments, the Oracle Partitioning option has become more common 
and a more important feature in Oracle database deployments. This presentation will look at some of the 
important indexing strategies that can be applied in a Partitioned Database environment in order to eff ectively 
maximise both database/application performance and database management practices, dispelling some common 
myths along the way. With prudent partitioning practices, it’s possible to achieve performance levels that aren’t 
practical without partitioning being applied. It will also discuss some newer features introduced in 12c R2 and 18c 
that simplifi es the migration to an eff ective partitioning strategy.

THE SESSIONS
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“Oracle Database 18c and 19c New Indexing Related Features” Richard Foote
The latest Oracle 18c and 19c Database releases have included a number of new indexing related features that 
help to maximise database and related application performance. This session will cover in some detail at some of 
these new features and capabilities, how they work and how they can be utilised to successfully improve 
performance. Some of the features to be discussed include the Memoptized Rowstore, Scalable Sequences, 
Index/Partitioning Enhancements, JSON Search Index enhancements and one of the big 19c features, Automatic 
Indexing. With regard Automatic Indexing, not only do we look at how it all works, but also what useful things we 
can learn regarding manual index management.

“Tracing Parallel Execution” Ivica Arsov
This is an opportunity to extend your know-how in diagnosing parallel execution and learn how to analyze PX 
trace fi les. PX tracing can be used to get detailed information about operations performed by the coordinator and 
its parallel execution slaves. We'll look under the covers of parallel execution to better understand how it works. 
You’ll learn how PX processes communicate, answer questions like “Why are PX slaves not being allocated” or 
“Why does my statement not execute in parallel?”.



“Controlling the Chaos – Using Resource Management for Predictable Performance” 
Mark Ashdown
With todays’ machines it is usually necessary to run multiple applications or roles on a single machine. This brings 
up the question of how you can ensure that the performance of the applications can be set up to be reliable and 
predictable especially when combining OLTP and DW type activity. This paper explores the options available with 
presentation and live demos to show how virtualization, instance caging, resource manager and multitenant can 
be used to deliver the required performance.

“The Key Role of Infrastructure in Oracle Database Performance” Emiliano Fusaglia
The aim of this presentation is to focus on the key role played by the infrastructure in a stable and performing 
database environment. Like a skyscraper, a database environment requires a strong foundation. In addition, to 
fully exploit all available resources, a great synergy among all hardware and software layers is of paramount 
importance. This presentation covers diff erent architectures and confi gurations. 
For each of them, it highlights the expected performance benefi ts.

“Troubleshooting with Oracle's Kernel Debug, Diagnostics and Tracing Infrastructure” 
Stefan Koehler
The Oracle RDBMS has implemented three APIs (generic debug, generic trace, numeric events) in its low-level 
kernel debug, diagnostics and tracing infrastructure since version 11g. This session provides an overview of these 
three APIs, how to get more information about its tracing possibilities/syntax and how to use/set them. In the end 
some real life client issues that were troubleshot with help of these three APIs are discussed. You should be able 
to defi ne and set your own custom actions/events for ORA errors and/or for specifi c C functions and/or for 
troubleshooting performance issues after this session.

“Shareable Cursors” Christian Antognini
The result of a parse operation is a parent cursor and a child cursor stored in the library cache. Obviously, the aim 
of storing them in a shared memory area is to allow their reutilization and thereby avoid hard parses. But when 
can they be reused? The aim of this presentation is not only to discuss what parent and child cursors are but also, 
and foremost, to examine in what situations it is possible to reuse them. In doing so, topics such as bind variable 
peeking, bind variable graduation, adaptive cursor sharing and statistics feedback will be covered as well.

“Avoid "Horror Queries": Keep Your SQL Simple and Fast” Dani Schnider
SQL is a powerful and effi  cient query language when used correctly. But ineffi  cient and inappropriate SQL 
statements can cause massive performance problems. Instead of solving such issues with additional indexes, 
optimizer hints, SQL profi les or SQL plan baselines, a much better and more sustainable solution is often to 
rewrite the SQL statements and to reduce the complexity of the queries. In this presentation, some real-life 
examples of terrible "horror queries" will be shown and rewritten into simpler, more elegant and faster SQL 
statements. The goal of the presentation is to show how to improve the performance of a query by factors with 
appropriate SQL statements and powerful Oracle SQL features.

“Successful Star Schemas” Mark Ashdown
Star schemas and star queries have a strong track record in delivering valuable business information from 
relational data . The standardised structure of the schema is well-supported by business intelligence and reporting 
tools from Oracle and numerous other well-known vendors. It has also encouraged many optimisations in the 
algorithms used by Oracle Database, with new capabilities being introduced to take advantage of the latest 
developments in hardware. Join this session with Oracle's Real-World Performance Group to learn some simple 
rules that help to ensure success through consistent and effi  cient execution of star queries, together with a live 
demonstration of the trade-off s between diff erent technologies.



THE SPEAKERS

Christian Antognini
Christian is a strong believer that at the core it is all about the data, and on how eff ectively companies process 
and take advantage of it. Since 1995 he has focused on the effi  cient use of database engines. His main interests 
include logical and physical database design, query optimizers, and everything else related to data processing 
and application performance management. He's currently working as a senior principal consultant and trainer 
at Trivadis. If he's not helping his customers get the most out of databases, he's lecturing on application perfor-
mance management or database performance features. Since 2001 he has presented at 100+ conferences and 
user-group meetings in two dozen countries. He's a proud member of the OakTable Network and Oracle ACE 
Director. He is author of Troubleshooting Oracle Performance and co-author of Der Oracle DBA.

Ivica Arsov 
Ivica is a Database Engineer at Pythian, with main focus on database performance and systems stability. He's an 
Oracle Certifi ed Master for versions 12c and 11g, and a recognized member of the Oracle ACE Program as an 
Oracle ACE. He's an active contributor to the Oracle community, he has spoken at numerous Oracle conferences 
including Oracle Open World. Ivica is also maintaining his own blog (blog.iarsov.com) where he shares his profes-
sional knowledge. Known for his deep Oracle expertise and ability to troubleshoot effi  ciently, Ivica has the skills to 
identify and approach problems in analytical manner regardless of size and complexity.

Mark Ashdown
Mark has worked with the Oracle Database for over twenty fi ve years and before that with a variety of other databa-
se products. He joined Oracle 22 years ago and has worked in Consultancy and the Oracle Solution centre where 
he was one of the team who lead the introduction of Exadata into the EMEA region. Over the last 4 years he has 
been in the Oracle Real World Performance team which is part of the development organisation. He administers 
the team's hardware and software estate. He also presents the Real World Performance Workshop across the 
world which is a concentrated performance related workshop. He also engages with customers with performance 
related issues and resolves them in conjunction with the customer and Oracle development themselves.

Shasank Chavan
Shasank is the Vice President of the In-Memory Technologies group at Oracle. He leads an team of brilliant engi-
neers in the Database organization who develop customer-facing, performance-critical features for an In-Memory 
Columnar Store which, as Larry Ellison proclaimed, “processes data at ungodly speeds”. His team implements 
novel SIMD kernels and hardware acceleration technology for blazing fast columnar data processing, optimized 
data formats and compression technology for effi  cient in-memory storage, algorithms and techniques for fast in-
memory join and aggregation processing, and optimized in-memory data access and storage solutions in general. 
His team is currently hyper-focused on leveraging emerging hardware technologies to build the next-generation 
data storage engine that powers the cloud. He earned his BS/MS in Computer Science at the University of Califor-
nia. He has accumulated 15+ patents over a span of 20 years working on systems software technology.
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Richard Foote
Richard has been working in the IT industry for nearly 30 years, 20 plus years with Oracle database technologies. 
He has supported the performance of numerous highly secure, mission-critical, large-scale applications. In 2002, 
he became a member of the Oracle OakTable Network and an Oracle ACE Director in 2008. He's a popular spea-
ker and presents at conferences including Oracle OpenWorld, IOUG Collaborate, Hotsos Symposium, AUSOUG 
InSync, ODTUG Kscope, UKOUG Conference and the E4 Enkitec Extreme Exadata Expo. He's renowned for his 
research/knowledge of Oracle indexing structures, hosts an internationally acclaimed blog on Index Internals and 
has developed in-depth seminars on Oracle Internals which he has presented in over some 18 countries. In 2017 
he started his own independent consulting & training business (www.richardfooteconsulting.com).



Tanel Poder
Tanel is a long-time computer performance geek, consultant and an entrepreneur. He's working with enterprise 
data platforms like Oracle, Hadoop, Spark and the underlying operating systems. He has built performance trou-
bleshooting tools for Linux, Oracle and Hadoop and he co-founded Gluent, a company that builds data sharing 
solutions for enterprises. He holds two patents in data virtualization space and is a co-author of the Expert Oracle 
Exadata book. Tanel blogs about performance and troubleshooting topics at https://blog.tanelpoder.com.

Emiliano Fusaglia
Emiliano is an IT specialist and he has been managing Oracle Databases since 2000. After some years dedicated 
to programming he has been specializing as an Oracle DBA covering all the aspects: data modeling, installation, 
migration, procedures for backup/recovery, PL/SQL, tuning and support to developers. He's skilled in the design 
and implementation of High Availability architectures with RAC, ASM, Data Guard and vendor specifi c solution for 
Disaster Recovery. He has been working on engineering and on operation with complex environments, running 
business critical databases. He enjoys speaking in public events sharing his Oracle experience with the audience.

Stefan Koehler
Stefan follows his passion about Oracle since +16 years and specialized in Oracle performance tuning, especially 
in Oracle cost based optimizer (CBO) and database internal related topics. Nowadays he primarily works as an 
independent Oracle database performance consultant and researcher in large mission critical environments (e.g. 
+10 TB databases) for market-leading companies or multi-billion dollar enterprises in various industries all over 
the world. He usually supports his clients in understanding and solving complex Oracle performance issues and 
troubleshooting nontrivial database issues on short-term contracting basis. He is also a proud member of the Oak-
Table Network and is recognized/rewarded as an Oracle ACE by Oracle’s ACE program.

Jonathan Lewis
Jonathan is a well-known fi gure in the Oracle world with more than 31 years experience using the software. He 
has published three books about Oracle - the most recent being "Oracle Core" published by Apress Nov 2011 
- and contributed to three others. He runs a couple of websites and contributes fairly regularly to newsgroups, 
forums, and User Group magazines and events around the world. He has been self-employed for most of his time 
in the IT industry. For the last 20 years he has specialised in short-term assignments, typically of a design, review, 
or trouble-shooting nature. He runs seminars about using Oracle all over the world and has visited more than 50 
diff erent countries to talk about, or trouble-shoot, Oracle systems.

Frank Pachot
Franck has more than 20 years of experience in Oracle databases, all areas from development, data modeling, 
performance, administration, and training. All size of customers, always around databases, trying to get develo-
pers and operations collaborating on the same goal. After many years in consulting, he is now DBA in the Databa-
se Group at CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research. He likes to learn & share, writing articles, 
blogging in multiple places, and talking at conferences. He's Oracle Certifi ed Master 11g & 12c, an Oracle ACE 
Director and member of OakTable Network. He has co-authored the Oracle Press “Oracle 12cR2 Multitenant”.

Dani Schnider
Dani works as Senior Principal Consultant, trainer and Data Warehouse Lead Architect for Trivadis. Since 1994, 
he's working with Oracle databases (version 6 to 18c), since 1997 mainly in Data Warehouse projects. His main 
focus is architecture, data modeling and physical design of data warehouses, but he also works in development of 
ETL processes as well as SQL performance tuning. He is co-author of the books “Data Warehousing mit Oracle 
– Business Intelligence in der Praxis” and "Data Warehouse Blueprints". He is Oracle ACE and writes on his blog 
danischnider.wordpress.com, publishes articles and presents his practical knowledge on conferences.
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Following completion by the participants, every single 
training course is assessed at the levels

■ suitability of the training room,
■ suitability of the workplace,
■ functionality of the technical equipment, and
■ satisfaction throughout the entire course / seminar,

and recorded in our “TRIVALUATION” feedback system for 
quality assurance purposes. This enables us to consistently 
ensure the high quality and satisfaction of our valued custo-
mers. We really appreciate the overall rating of 9.3 from
10 points awarded by our many enthusiastic customers.

Trivadis guarantees the success of your training. 
Having completed the course / seminar, do you have any 
questions about the practical aspects? Would you like to 
repeat any of the exercises in the lab environment?

Our success guarantee allows you to repeat individual 
days, or even the entire training course, free of charge for 
up to 6 months after attending a training course. You bring 
with you the course materials from the previous training 
course.*

*excluded: Performance Days

Performance Days are presented by 

TRIVADIS TRAINING
Training born of practice for practical use, given by experi-
enced consultants – customers in Switzerland, Germany and 
Austria have been profi ting from this almost unique IT training 
concept for over 20 years. The Trivadis training courses are 
constantly evolving with the experience accumulated from se-
veral thousand projects. This means that you acquire cutting-
edge, fi eld-proven and project-related expertise at fi rst hand. 
Over the years, we have conceived over 100 training courses. 
This open course program is supplemented by individually 

adapted enterprise training courses, workshops and project-
related coaching sessions. We invest large sums of money in 
data centers, software development, and data warehouse en-
vironments. Only with fi rst-class training and regular refresher 
courses will you and your employees be able to develop and 
run these systems. We look forward to making you and your 
employees fi t for the next project, either at one of the Trivadis 
training centers or on your own premises.

 we are successful in Training since 1994

 with a considerable list of well-known and content 
 customers like Lufthansa, BMW Group, Raiff eisen 
 a.m.m.

 our trainers are Consultants with a lot of practical 
 fi eld experience, knowledge-transfer guaranteed

 beside standard courses we have self-developed 
 and tailor-made trainings

 our training materials are also digitally available

 trainings can be visited in Germany, Austria, Switzer-
 land and Denmark in more than 16 locations (or on-site)

 we off er individual Consulting, Coaching and Workshops

If Training, then from Trivadis.

GUARANTEE OF QUALITY SUCCESS GUARANTEE

WE TRANSFORM KNOWLEDGE INTO SKILLS.


